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Adobe Ph3shop
      Tips & Tricks ...

General Preferences

Let’s take a look at a few of the general preferences.
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Color Settings in Photoshop

Change your settings to look like these in Photoshop 7 & higher 
for newsprint. For other types of paper, change the settings in 
CMYK, Gray and Spot.

CMYK Settings

Gray Settings - 
30% Dot Gain

Spot Settings - 30% Dot Gain
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8Image Resolution

Pixel Dimensions: Th e actual size of the photo (in pixels)
 (Th is should never get higher than original number)

Resolution: Basically equal to twice the line screen.
 (Newspapers usually use somewhere from 150 - 200)

Scale Styles: If checked, any styles (in layers) will be
 scaled with the rest of the image.

Constrain Proportions: Always have this on. Keeps image
 in proportion with original.

Resample Image: Uncheck to change resolution without
 eff  ecting pixel dimensions. Check to resize photo.

When “Resample Image” is left unchecked, the Pixel 
Dimensions will stay the same, even when you change the 
resolution. If you want to  nd the highest possible size of a 
photo at a particular resolution, leave this unchecked and 

change the resolution to the desired number.

If you don’t get the desired results when resampling an image, select:
Bicubic Smoother: Sometimes works best when making images bigger
Bicubic Sharper: Sometimes works best when making images smaller

FREE HINT NUMBER 1
To switch between open images, press the Control 

Key and Tab Key together (Cntrl+Tab)

Click on this arrow below 
your photo to see the dimen-
sions without having to go to 

the Image Size menu.
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HighlightsMidtonesShadows

Eyedrops in the levels dialog box are not for print photos. 
Th ey are less accurate than adjusting levels manually (using 
the triangles)
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DARKER Makes the brightness graph larger or smaller.

Working in 16-bit Mode
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Color Correction Tools
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Color Adjustments

Most color
adjustments

are found under:
Image>

Adjustments

Image>Adjustments>Variations

More Change

FREE HINT NUMBER 2
Holding down the option key while in a menu like Image 
Size or Variations changes the Cancel button to “Reset”

Normally, you only adjust the 
midtones in Variations

Select Edit/Fade Variations to tone down 
the variations after make the changes

Matching colors between two images

CS ONLY: Image>Adjustments>Match Color

Luminance: Makes the colors lighter or darker
Color Intensity: Same as saturation
Fade: Fade
Neutralize: Tries to neutralize color casts (leave unchecked)

Hue, Saturation and Colorization

Image>Adjustments>Hue/Saturation

FREE HINT NUMBER 3
To zoom in while dialog window is open, hold down 

Command(ctrl)+Spacebar+Click on image. To zoom out, 
hold down Option (Alt)+Spacebar+Click on image.

You can edit individual colors in Hue/Saturation by selecting any
color by EDIT, then clicking on the color you wish to edit in the image.
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Replace Color

Image>Adjustments>
Replace Color

Adjusting Shadow/Highlight

Click here for more options

More lightening of shadows

Effects what is a shadow & 
what isn’t a shadow

Less harsh modi cations

More darkening of whites

Effects what is a highlight & 
what isn’t a highlight

Less harsh modi cations

Same as Saturation

Increase/decrease contrast

Levels: Good for images that need increased contrast

Curves: Good for more radical color transformations

Shadows/Highlights: Tool of Choice (CS Only) when 
there is a fl ash problem (too bright in the front, too light in 
the back - or the other way around).

FREE HINT NUMBER 4
Hold down the Command key (Cntrl on PC) while 

you’ve got any tool selected and the move tool will appear 
on screen. Th is is a quick way to move layers around.
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Saving File Versions

Large Document Format (.psb)

New in Photoshop CS is the capabil-
ity of saving truly huge images. In 
earlier versions of Photoshop, the 
maximum image size was 30,000 
pixels by 30,000 pixels. The new 

PSB  le format can handle images 
as large as 300,000x300,000 pixels. 

Other than the maximum image 
size, the PSB  le format is function-

ally similar to the PSD (Photoshop 
standard)  le format. Programs other 

than Photoshop CS & CS2 will not 
recognize this  le format.

TIFF (.tif)

Traditionally, the favorite format for photos being printed commercially. Saved 
with LZW compress, the compression is lossless and the  le size is dramatically 
reduced.

Encapsulated Postscript (.eps)

These  les are best if the photo will end up on a page that will eventually 
become a PDF  le. Otherwise, the  le size is generally much larger than a 
compressed TIFF  le.

Photoshop DCS 2.0

This is the format used to save spot color images. When prompted, select 
Single File With Color Composite.

Other Tools

Color Range
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A New, and sometimes 
better, method of 
converting an RGB 
images to Grayscale:

1. Convert image to Lab 
 Color (Image>Mode>Lab)
2. Open Channels, then click 
 on Lightness Channel
3. Select All (Cmd+A or Ctrl+A on PC)
4. Copy (Edit>Copy)
5. Convert image to RGB, then click on the Red Channel
6. Edit>Paste, then click on the Green Channel
7. Edit>Paste, then click on the Blue Channel
8. Edit>Paste, then convert image to Grayscale

(satisfying tidbits uf fotoshop features)

A Better way to 
sharpen images with 
straight edges 
throughout the image

1. Open the image

2. Open Layers palette

3. D uplicate Background

4. Select new layer

5. F ilter>Other>High Pass

6. Move blue arrow to the right
 until you see sharp edges
 begin to appear on the screen

7. Go to Layers palette &
 make sure top layer is
 selected

8. Change Normal to
 H ard Light

9. S ave image

To see the change in sharpness, turn
off  the eye next to the top layer.

Creating Actions
Creating an Action to convert 
an RGB image to CMYK, save, 
then Gray:

1. Window/Actions
2. ➡New Action
3. Name Action, Assign Key
4. ➡Start Recording
5. Image/Mode/CMYK
6. File/Save As
    EPS File
7. Image/Mode/Gray
8. File/Save As
    TIFF File
9. File/Close
10. ➡Stop Recording

Creating an Action to open a digital photo, 
make adjustments, close photo:


